GENUINE MINI KIT
THE NEW MINI HATCH.
FROM 03/14
With the New MINI Hatch there is so much more you can do than just pick the paint colour. The beauty of MINI means, no matter what your model of choice, you can make it almost as individual as you are. So from high-quality alloy wheels, unique exterior detailing to our iconic roof decals – the fun really starts here.

MINI NEVER STANDS STILL.

MINI UK reserves the right to introduce improvements or modifications to specifications or cost. A visit to your MINI Dealer is the best way to keep up-to-date.

The images contained in this brochure feature both left and right hand drive vehicles and are intended for illustration purposes only.

Prices exclude fitting and painting, where required

Issued by MINI UK (a trading style of BMW (UK) Ltd), Ellesfield Avenue, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 8TA.
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STYLE AND FLAIR. VIVID GREEN MINI KIT.

A design with pure, bold colours, projecting a young and effervescent character. Above all, its vibrant design emphasises the uniqueness of MINI.
Lend your MINI an inimitable character – your own. With MINI KIT you can fully express your personality. Take the new Speedwell Blue accessories for example, which are resolutely British in style and a nod towards MINI’s heritage.

*Certain products available from Spring 2014.*
KEEP IT WILD.
MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS TUNING.
JOHN COOPER WORKS PRO MINI KIT.

Nothing can compete with a MINI and John Cooper Works Tuning. Our comprehensive aerodynamic package blows pretty much everything away – even the oncoming wind.

The components exude a sense of confidence and poise, starting with the front apron with Black ventilation grille, which underlines the vehicle’s power. The side skirts in body colour form a muscular line stretching to the rear of the MINI, where a rear apron with Black fins completes the package. An optional rear spoiler ensures the vehicle’s raw power stays where it belongs – on the road.

Want to take things to the next level? Our range of light-alloy wheels are guaranteed to turn heads. The John Cooper Works Pro rear-view and exterior mirror housings will catch the eye too. Looking for even more? Then look no further than the bonnet stripes, JCW Pro Side Stripe in Jet Black or Chili Red or the sporty JCW Pro Flag Side Stripe – translucent in design to compliment all exterior paint finishes. And if that’s still not enough, add the John Cooper Works Pro air intake trim in Carbon, and you’ve got a drive worthy of the racetrack. Ladies and gentlemen, start your engines.

Also in this image:
John Cooper Works aerodynamic package
John Cooper Works Pro air intake trim in Carbon
John Cooper Works Pro exterior mirror caps
John Cooper Works Pro rear-view mirror housing
John Cooper Works Pro Pro Flag Side Stripe
Bonnet stripes
John Cooper Works Pro Cross Spoke 506 light-alloy wheel in Jet Black, burnished

The John Cooper Works Pro Flag Side Stripes decal is matte translucent and is suitable for all paint colours.

Please note: Certain John Cooper Works Pro KIT items mentioned are not available until later in 2014. Please contact your Dealer for further information.
KEEP IT WHEEL.

EXTERIOR DESIGN.

GET AROUND.

KEEP ON ROLLING: RUNFLAT TYRES.
How can you keep driving after a puncture without changing the wheel? Easy. With runflat technology. The sidewalls of the tyres are specially reinforced and made of an extremely heat-resistant rubber compound. Together with humps on the rim, this prevents the tyre from detaching after a complete loss of pressure, even when cornering. As a result, there is no need to change the wheel. Depending on the load you are carrying, you can keep going at speeds of up to 50 mph for a further 50 miles.

A STAR PERFORMER.
Whenever you purchase new tyres, look out for the five-pointed star of the Genuine MINI range. Positioned on the sidewall, this indicates the product has been put through its paces by MINI in conjunction with leading tyre manufacturers. These tests guarantee that the tyre meets all key safety, responsiveness and comfort requirements, and have been put together with your MINI in mind. For more information on wheel/tyre combinations and winter complete wheels, please see the product overview at the back of this catalogue, or the Accessories area of the MINI website.
GENUINE MINI KIT – THE NEW MINI HATCH EXTERIOR DESIGN.

Valve caps with Black Jack design
Valve caps with Chequered flag design
Valve caps with Union Jack design
CHEQUE PLEASE.
MIX AND MATCH CHEQUERED FLAG DESIGN GENUINE MINI KIT.
TRUE BRIT.
MIX AND MATCH UNION JACK FLAG DESIGN GENUINE MINI KIT.
MONOCHROME STYLE.
MIX AND MATCH BLACK JACK FLAG DESIGN GENUINE MINI KIT.
A BIT MORE UP TOP.
ROOF DECAL, BONNET AND SIDE STRIPES.

Roof decal with Vivid Green design
Roof decal with Speedwell Blue design
Roof decal with John Cooper Works Pro design
Roof decal with Chequered flag design
Roof decal with Black Jack design
Roof decal with Gold Jack design
Bonnet Stripes available in Black or White

MINI Side Stripes in Vivid Green design
MINI Side Stripes in Speedwell Blue design
John Cooper Works Pro Flag Side Stripe translucent in design to compliment all exterior paint finishes
Roof decal with Union Jack design
Roof decal with Black Jack design

John Cooper Works Bonnet Stripes
John Cooper Works Pro side stripes in Chili Red
John Cooper Works Pro side stripes in Jet Black
Roof decal with Gold Jack design

GENUINE MINI KIT – THE NEW MINI HATCH EXTERIOR DESIGN.
MINI HATCH – EXTERIOR DETAILS.

* Available from Spring 2014.

ADDITIONAL HEADLIGHTS.

Available in chrome or black, the additional headlights integrate perfectly with the design of the New MINI Hatch.

The additional headlights cast twice as much light onto the road, whilst the embossed MINI logo on the lenses allow the headlights to be recognised immediately as a Genuine MINI accessory.

The installation process has been simplified, making installation a piece of cake.
GENUINE MINI KIT – THE NEW MINI HATCH EXTERIOR DESIGN.

Door mirror cover with Union Jack design
Door mirror cover with Blackjack design
Door mirror cover with Gold Jack design
Door mirror cover with Big Bang design
Door mirror cover with John Cooper Works Pro design in Carbon

Side Scuttles with Union Jack design
Side Scuttles with Blackjack design
Side Scuttles with Gold Jack design
MINI HATCH – INTERIOR DETAILS.

1 Rear-view mirror cover¹ with Vivid Green design
2 Rear-view mirror cover¹ with Speedwell Blue design
3 Rear-view mirror cover¹ with Union Jack Design
4 Rear-view mirror cover¹ with Black Jack Design

1 Door entry strips with Vivid Green design LED Illuminated
2 Door entry strips with Speedwell Blue design LED Illuminated
3 Door entry strips with John Cooper Works Pro design LED Illuminated
4 Door entry strips with Union Jack design LED Illuminated

1 All-weather floor mats with Vivid Green design
2 All-weather floor mats with Speedwell Blue design
3 All-weather floor mats with John Cooper Works Pro design
4 All-weather floor mats with Essential Black design

Also available as textile floor mats with Vivid Green design
Also available as textile floor mats with Speedwell Blue design
Also available as textile floor mats with John Cooper Works Pro design
Also available as textile floor mats with Essential Black design

¹ Only available for vehicles without option 430 or 431.
² Available from Spring 2014.
REAR-VIEW MIRROR COVER
1. Rear-view mirror cover with Chequered Flag design
2. Rear-view mirror cover in Blazing Red
3. Rear-view mirror cover in White

SUNBLINDS
1. Sunblinds with Vivid Green design, foldable
2. Sunblinds with Speedwell Blue design, foldable
3. Sunblinds with John Cooper Works Pro design, foldable

MULTIFUNCTIONAL BLANKET
1. Multifunctional blanket with Vivid Green design
2. Multifunctional blanket with Speedwell Blue design
3. Multifunctional blanket with John Cooper Works Pro design
MINI HATCH – INTERIOR DETAILS.

1. MINI baby seat 0+* for children up to approx. 18 months (13kg). Also available in Union Jack design

2. MINI junior seat I-II* for children up to approx. 9 months – 7 years (9-25kg). Also available in Union Jack design

3. MINI junior seat II-III* for children approx. 3.5 – 12 years (15-36kg). Also available in Union Jack design

MINI baby and junior seats are soft and comfortable in everyday use, the integrated airpads provide additional protection in the event of side impact. ISOFIX technology makes the seat exceptionally safe because it eliminates the risk of the seat being incorrectly fitted in the vehicle. The covers are removable and washable at 30°C.
PLUGGED IN – COMMUNICATION AND TECHNOLOGY.

**MINI CLICK & DRIVE SYSTEM.**
The MINI Click & Drive System comprises a base carrier for navigation devices that combines functionality and design in a unique way. The cradle is optimally positioned so that the driver always has the navigation device in his field of vision while driving. The Click & Drive add-on builds on the tried-and-tested BMW Click & Drive System, however it follows a new design.

- Perfect view: The new attachment point behind the speedometer ensures a completely clear field of vision
- Swiveling cradle, ergonomically operated and visible from all positions
- Exchangeable spars boasting MINI lettering in high-gloss black
- Base carrier becomes virtually invisible when folded away

**PORTABLE NAVIGATION XL.**
Features include active lane guidance to help you find the correct lane at all times, automatic voice recognition to enter destinations and an innovative splitscreen function to show the map and actual driving direction with route and traffic signs.

At a fitted price of £359, the Click & Drive System, coupled with the portable navigation XL, is the perfect co-driver.

*Infrared Headphones are sold separately.*
MORE FUN LESS HASTLE – LUGGAGE AND LEISURE.

Mobility Kit

Powder-type fire extinguisher with optional mounting bracket

Base support

Universal holder*
82 75 2 327 916
£189.00

Luggage rack, lockable**

Luggage compartment floor net

Luggage compartment mat, fitted

Luggage compartment tray

Luggage compartment tensioning straps

Seatbelt holder

Travel & Comfort System – universal hook

Travel & Comfort System – Coat hanger

MINI Coolbag

* Requires factory option 386 Roof rails and base support.
** Requires Universal holder.
Luggage rack, lockable**
Roof box also available in Silver – the stripes, available in black or white, are sold separately.

Racing cycle holder**
(Front wheel holder also available)

Touring cycle holder, lockable**

Ski and snowboard holder, lockable**

Surfboard holder**
THROW OUT THE BUBBLE WRAP.
THERE IS AN EASIER WAY TO PROTECT YOUR MINI.

MINI Seal & Protect is a paint, interior and cloth upholstery protection system from MINI designed to keep your paint perfect, your cloth clean and your MINI looking mint.

With MINI Seal & Protect we’ll give your car a showroom shine with MINI Hard Wax. This super-smart wax has more than one trick up its sleeve. Not only does it improve the water-repellence and surface resilience of your paintwork, but it also actively enhances it, meaning your beloved MINI will stay looking as good as new.

It doesn’t stop there. The inside of your car gets just as much attention from the MINI Seal & Protect team. The MINI science bods have developed an impregnating agent that is applied to your cloth upholstery and carpets, protecting them against the damaging effects of moisture and keeping the inside of your MINI in top shape.

For more information please contact your MINI Dealer.
MINI CAR CARE PRODUCTS.

CLEAN MACHINE.

Your MINI deserves gentle care and good protection. Discover the Original MINI Care Products designed specifically for your MINI. Everything you could ever need to look after the bodywork, glass and interior.

MINI Seal and Protect*  
MINI Car Care Kit................................. £28.00

Paint and Rim care  
Car polish 500 ml ................................ £9.20  
Car Shampoo 1000 ml ............................ £6.30  
Wheel rim cleaner, 500 ml, .......... £14.00  
Includes cleaning brush  
Tyre Shine, 250 ml ............................... £9.00

Glass Cleaning  
Window de-icer, 500 ml ...................... £4.95  
Windscreen washer, 500 ml .............. £2.00 with antifreeze

For more information please contact your MINI Dealer.

* Price upon request from your local MINI dealer.